25 January 2024

**Officers:**

1. Xavier Calvez – SVP, Planning and Chief Financial Officer: Nothing identified.

2. Sally Costerton – Senior Advisor to President and SVP, Global Stakeholder Engagement & Interim President and Chief Executive Officer: Nothing identified.

3. John Jeffrey – General Counsel and Secretary: Nothing identified.


**Board Members:**


2. Harald Alvestrand – IETF Liaison: Software engineer for Google Sweden owned by Google Inc., which is a registry operator for several gTLDs, a registrar and a new gTLD applicant; he does not work with the new gTLD team.

3. Alan Barrett – Director: Nothing identified.

4. Maarten Botterman – Director: Director of GNKS Consult BV; Director/owner and Chairman of the Advisory Board of Scimagine.

5. Chris Buckridge – Director: Owner of Buckridge Consultants, independent consulting entity working with clients including the Global Forum on Cyber Expertise (GFCE) and Access Partnership; previous Advisor to the Managing Director, RIPE NCC (contract concluded on 31 October 2023); Board member of EuroDIG Association.

6. J. Beckwith (Becky) Burr – Director: Partner at the law firm HWG, LLC, specializing in privacy and data protection law and which provides advice to some multi-national clients that have applied for new gTLDs during 2012 round or may apply in future rounds or are ICANN contracted parties, but the

---

1 Note that the activities of ICANN itself are not listed in this document, which is intended to include items of interest covering the past 12 months through the present.
advice is not in any way related to new gTLD applications or ICANN; member of usTLD Stakeholder Council.

7. Nicolas Caballero – GAC Liaison: ICT Advisor, MITIC Paraguay (ICT Ministry); GAC Representative, Paraguay; President of CEILAC Paraguay; Board Member of Internet Society Paraguay.


9. Edmon Chung – Director: Chief Executive Officer and Board Director of DotAsia Organisation (DotAsia), which operates .ASIA under contract with ICANN; both his partner in life and sister also work for DotAsia; Board Director of ISOC Hong Kong; a stakeholder in and director of ER3 Ltd., an investor as part of the Employees pool from DotAsia in Namesphere, which is a DotAsia affiliated company that supports new gTLD initiatives and which holds stakes in various new gTLD operators as well as serve as a front-end registry service provider for other TLDs; Board member of Namesphere, Global Website Asia Ltd., Global Website TLD Asia Ltd., DotKids Foundation Ltd., all of which operate TLDs under contract with ICANN; member of IEEE and IEEE Working Group on Algorithmic Bias P7003; Secretariat for APRALO; Board member of Engagmedia, a potential applicant for the ICANN Grant Program; Advisor to Indo-Pacific Center for Promoting Civil Society Resilience – Supported by Freedom House, a potential applicant for the ICANN Grant Program; DotAsia supports the Macau government in the operation of the .MO ccTLD through the entity HNET Asia; DotAsia is a member of the Registries Stakeholder Group and Internet Society; DotAsia serves as the Secretariat for the Asia Pacific Regional Internet Governance Forum (APrIGF); DotAsia is working with Internet Society (ISOC) Hong Kong to organize annual ICANN event with ICANN; DotAsia subsidizes maintenance of the ICG website (ianacg.org); DotAsia and Namesphere are involved in civil litigation re: .SPA and he is a named defendant; James Galvin (SSAC liaison to ICANN Board) is employed by Identity Digital and Akram Atallah (former ICANN executive and current CEO of Donuts/Identity Digital) and Ram Mohan (former SSAC liaison to the ICANN Board) are executives at Donuts/Identity Digital, which DotAsia contracts with as the backend registry services provider; DotAsia and Afilias/Identity Digital has a stake in Global Website Asia Ltd. and Global Website TLD Asia Ltd.; ICANN’s Managing Director of the Brussels office is on the Executive Committee of IGFSA for which DotAsia serves as contracted Secretariat.

10. Sally Costerton – Director: Nothing identified.

11. Sarah Deutsch – Director: Director for Electronic Frontier Foundation; on Internet Committee of International Trademark Association; a sole practitioner attorney working part time re: on IP and Internet liability issue for clients that may operate new gTLDs but has not been involved in those clients’ gTLD issues; Director of Edgemoor Research Institute.
12. James Galvin – SSAC Liaison: Director, Strategic Relationships for Identity Digital, Inc., the parent of registry operators of numerous TLDs that are under contract with ICANN, and which acquired his former employer, Afilias USA, in late 2020; actively engaged in technical standards development in the Internet Engineering Task Force; Akram Atallah (former ICANN executive and current CEO of Donuts/Identity Digital) and Ram Mohan (former ICANN Board member) are executives at Afilias (owned by/related to Donuts/Identity Digital); DotAsia Organisation, of which Edmon Chung (current ICANN Board Director) is the Chief Executive Officer and Board Director, contracts with Identity Digital to provide backend registry services; DotAsia and Afilias/Identity Digital has a stake in Global Website Asia Ltd. and Global Website TLD Asia Ltd.

13. Wes Hardaker – RSSAC Liaison: Root Server Operator; Senior Computer Scientist for the University of Southern California’s Information Sciences Institute; Board member of the Internet Architecture Board which is a leadership body affiliated with the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

14. Danko Jevtović – Director (Vice-Chair): Employed by and co-owner of "Jugodata" ltd which is involved in ICT consultancy and investments; member of the Board of Governors of the Serbian National Internet Domain Registry Foundation, which is a ccTLD registry; potential advisor to a company that might apply for gTLD in upcoming round; holds de minimus amount of stock in some publicly traded companies that have contracted for or have applied for one or more top-level domains.

15. Christian Kaufmann - Director: Nothing identified.

16. Patricio Poblete – Director: Director (CEO) of NIC Chile, the ccTLD manager for .CL. NIC Chile is a center of the Faculty of Physical and Mathematical Sciences of the University of Chile; NIC Chile makes an annual voluntary contribution to ICANN in accordance with ccNSO guidelines.


18. León Felipe Sánchez Ambia – Director: Board member of TrustNet de México, which is an IT vendor.

19. Katrina Sataki – Director: Employee of the Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Latvia where she is the CEO of the Network Solutions Department, the ccTLD Manager of .LV.

20. Tripti Sinha – Director (Chair): Assistant Vice President and Chief Technology Officer, as well as Executive Director, Mid-Atlantic Crossroads, at University of Maryland and responsible for operations of DNS root services (d-root).